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SUBJECT: DT 16-846, Airus, Inc. Request for Waiver ofPuc 413.03(a)(1) and (2)

TO: Commissioners
Debra Howland, Executive Director

CC: David Wiesner, Staff Attorney

Executive Summary

Airus, Inc. (Airus) seeks a block of telephone numbers. Our rules currently
require any such request, normally processed by Commission staff to include evidence
that the company will use specific facilities in the exchange. That requirement appears to
have been superseded by a 201 5 Federal Communications Commission (FCC) order.
Airus seeks a waiver of these two rules for both this request and future numbering
requests that it may make. Staff recommends granting the waiver for both the current and
prospective requests.

Background

On November 8, 2016, Airus filed a Form T-7: Exchange Eligibility Report
accompanied by a letter asking the Commission to waive rules Puc 413.03(a)(1) and Puc
413.03(a)(3). Form T-7 and these rules concern the process by which a telephone service
provider seeks Commission support for a request to the North American Numbering Plan
Administrator (NANPA) for a block of telephone numbers in a particular New
Flampshire exchange. The first of these rules requires a company to provide evidence that
it will be using network facilities located in that exchange. The second ofthese rules
requires a company to provide evidence that it owns those facilities, or uses the facilities
of a specific partner.

As Airus notes in its letter, these rules were written before the FCC Report and
Order 15-70 ofiune, 2015. That Order concludes that providers ofvoice telephony
services that run “on top of’ separate Internet connections are entitled to obtain blocks of
telephone numbers. That was not previously the case: prior to Order 1 5-70, such
companies obtained blocks of numbers indirectly from “numbering partners.” Our rules
requiring evidence of specific local physical facilities are consistent with that earlier
interpretation. Companies that offer telephone service independent of the physical
connection, however, will not be able to provide such evidence: a particular customer
may use any of several different Internet Service Providers.



In Staffs assessment, FCC Order I 5-70 eliminates the basis for Puc 413.03(a)(1)
and (3). When the Puc 400 rules are next revised, Staff expects to recommend
eliminating these rules. In the interim, the most efficient administrative process appears
to be issuing a waiver to such companies on request.

Companies typically obtain blocks ofnumbers one at a time. A company may
seek one thousand numbers in the Manchester exchange one month, then another one
thousand numbers in the Concord exchange six months thereafter. Aims asks that the
Commission grant a waiver for not only its current request. but also for any future
requests that it makes. (Staff would review any such future requests as it does with
requests from other providers.) Airus describes such a prospective waiver as a matter of
efficiency. Staff concurs. Absent a prospective waiver, we would expect future waiver
requests from the same company to be granted on aprofbrma basis. Federal rules
demand action on numbering requests within five calendar days. A prospective waiver of
these two rules will help the Commission maintain that schedule.
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